
August 25-26  

Greek Pavilion, Giardini 

#Together? 
#Imageries of Social Actions 
# 

During the 2-day event we will set in action  

a practice-based design and theory experiment.  

We want to explore how social action and  

social improvisation can challenge dominant  

cultural models and may change fundamentally  

the form of architectural profession.  

 

        livetweet @ThisIsACo_op 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Through  dialogue, narratives and actions, images, 

videos  and bibliographical data, we wish to 

instigate and map imageries of being and acting 

together; a fundamental step to take in the process 

towards social transformation.  

Together with our guests we intend to discuss and 

design. We intend to examine through discursive 

and non-discursive means how improvisation, in 

design and art, can become a model for 

spontaneous popular co-operation and how it can 

lead to more organized political imperatives. 

We will exchange ideas/reflections and experiences 

stemming from realized projects that map popular 

knowledge, practices and various forms of popular 

emancipatory social action, in urban and rural 

environments, in the centers and the peripheries of 

the world. We will discuss the impact of such 

efforts in the development of formal policies or 

informal political action. 

 

            is hosting discussions, encounters and events in an amphitheatrical 

structure that serves as a receptacle of dialogue and a symbol of participation and community. The Greek 

Pavilion is a natural meeting place for architects, Associations, social movements and socially-minded 

individuals from Greece and the international community seeking solutions to the common fronts engendered 

by the crisis. Imageries of the bodies being, reacting and dreaming together new ways of being 

 

 

People (alphabetically)  

 

Co-ordinators: 

  

Tonia Katerini 

Architect, President of the Association of Greek Architects SADAS-PEA, STUDIO-t57 

@sadas_pea 

Tonia Katerini is an architect (Studio-t57) and the president of the Association of Greek Architects (SADAS-PEA). Apart from 

working as a professional architect she has been involved in politics during the last forty years. She has been a member of ‘Open 

City’, a political group working on a municipal level for the city of Athens a member of the Greek activist group ‘Solidarity for All’, a 

network that supports initiatives against poverty and a member of the network STOP AUCTIONS that acts against forced evictions 

and mortgages (part of the European Action Coalition for the Right to Housing and to the City). As an activist she is also involved 

in various initiatives for the creation of co-operatives as forms of resistance and solidarity in times of crisis. 

 

Anthi Kosma 

Architect, PhD, Association of Greek Architects SADAS-PEA, Imprográfika (Group of Experimental Drawing)  

@imprografika 

Anthi Kosma (commonly known as Anthokosmos) is a dreamer and an activist. She studied Architecture at DUTH (Greece). She 

holds a PhD and DEA from ETSA of Madrid, UPM (Spain) with a scholarship from Triantafyllidis and  IKY foundation.  In 2011 she 

won the 1rst prize with the group “N+10” for social housing at the ecovillage of Vallecas Madrid for EMV. You can find her written 

and drawn traces and much more at: http://imprografika.wordpress.com/ 

 

Iris Lykourioti 

Architect, Association of Greek Architects SADAS-PEA, University of Thessaly, A Whale’s architects 

@Whalearchitects 

Iris Lykourioti (Athens, 1970) is an architect and Assistant Professor at the Department of Architecture, University of Thessaly, 

Greece. She is co-founder of A Whale’s architects, an office based in Athens and Brussels doing research, objects and edifices. 

Their activity is based on the standpoint that design is a manufacturing process that transforms raw materials and creates 

employment. Thus, they support craftsmanship and freelance labor in the making of things. Their present research, described as 

design realism, focuses on the social and cultural practices behind the making and the habitual use of objects and space. She has 

edited books, published articles and exhibited architectural and research projects. 

  

Guests: 

  

Sara Araújo 

Sociologist, PhD, Centre for Social Studies, University of Coimbra, co-ordinator of the project ALICE  

@ces_uc 

Sara Araújo is a researcher at the Centre for Social Studies- University of Coimbra. She is co-coordinator of the project ALICE - 

Strange Mirrors, Unsuspected lessons, in which research is being developed within the framework of Epistemologies of the 

South, blurring the boundaries between art, social sciences and popular knowledge (http://alice.ces.uc.pt). She is also member of 

the European coordination team of the Popular University of Social Movements (UPMS) (http://www.universidadepopular.org). 

 

Daniela Arias 

Architect, member of the collective Un Día/ Una Arquitecta  

@UNDIAUNAARQ 

Daniela Arias. Architect graduated from Farq. UdelaR, Uruguay in 2003. Master in History and Theory of Architecture (ETSAB UPC 

2013). Master Laboratorio de la Vivienda Sostenible del Siglo XXI* (ETSAB UPC 2010). Professor of Project Workshop (UdelaR 

2005‐2011). Researcher in Housing Department (UdelaR 2009‐2011). Professor of *MLVSSXXI (ETSAB 2011‐2014). 

Organization of Collective Housing Congresses: Barcelona 2014, Sao Paulo 2016 and Guadalajara 2018. Member and editor of un 

dίa|una arquitecta. Researcher, currently working on her PhD and involved at Architecture, Urbanism, Technology and Gender 

research group TICA from the Composition Department, ETSAB UPC. Founding partner of the office la despensa arquitectura. 

 

Irma Arribas 

Architect, Professor at Escuela Técnica Superior de Arquitectura de Barcelona (ETSAB) 

@ia_baaang 

Born in1978, Burgos, Spain. PhD Architect (2012). Architecture is not Building, research project developed under the Polytechnic 

University of Catalonia program Visual Communication in Architecture and Design. Founder of AAAB-BAAANG, an independent 

research and practice platform that works on architecture in relation to cultural, political, economic and social aspects.  The work 

that is carried out is based on drawing as a narrative action. It is manifested under editorial, spatial, digital and audiovisual formats 

such as the video Matter & light, a cartography of the planning movements with which architect Josep Ferrando projects spaces. 

Matter & light was exhibited at the Museum of Modern Art in Rio de Janeiro in 2016. Member of the research group Hypermedia: 

Architectural communication and configuration at the Polytechnic University of Madrid, UPM and  DIDI. Didactic of Design 

Process at the Universidad Autonoma de Barcelona.UAB. Teacher at undergraduate, masters and doctorate degrees at EINA-UAB, 

ETSAB-UPC and UPM-ETSAM. Designer of ephemeral spaces at POCCA, the studio she co-funded in 2006. She has collaborated 

as a designer with several offices such as OAM, Josep Ferrando Architecture. She has been working with Roldan Berengue 

arquitectes, Studio Carme Pinos, Nitidus arquitectes in Barcelona, City Scales in Burgos, Claus en Kaan in Rotterdam and 

Grimshaw Architects in London. 

 

Renato Bocchi 

Architect, Professor of architectural and urban design at IUAV (Italy)  

@renato_bo 

Renato Bocchi (Trento,1949) is an architect and full professor of architectural and urban design at IUAV University, Venice where 

he formerly was the director of the Department of Architectural Design (2005 to 2008). He has lectured in various European 

Universities and at the Universidad Nacional de La Plata, Argentina, in 2005 and 2010. The main field of his research is the 

relationship between art, architecture, city and landscape. On this last subject he coordinated in Venice the series of International 

Conferences Dessiner sur l’herbe (2004-2011). He is part of the committee of the master on Garden and Landscape Design at 

IUAV. In the past he directed the architectural magazine Archint (1995-2000). At present he is editor of the series Space 

Landscape Architecture by Gangemi Rome, and Re-cycle Italy by Aracne Rome, editorial projects related to a national research 

programme where 11 Italian Universities are involved. Some of his recent publications are: Progettare lo spazio e il movimento, 

(Gangemi, Roma, 2009),: La materia del vuoto (Universalia, Pordenone, 2015). 

 

Akis Gavriilidis 

Post-doctoral researcher in political anthropology, translator (Greece, Belgium) 

Born in Thessaloniki, Greece, 1964. PhD on Law Philosophy. Has published 8 books in Greek and 1 in English about several 

topics such as Spinoza, the necrophilia of nationalism, the social traumas of the Greek civil war and of forced migration, the film 

maker Billy Wilder, the post-rembetiko songmaker Akis Panou, and the Greek debt and social/ political crisis. Many articles of his 

can be found in printed journals and on the internet. Living in Brussels where he is active as a professional translator and as an 

amateur radio producer 

 

Gonzalo Navarrete 

Architect, partner at Improvistos office (Spain)  

@Improvistos 

Gonzalo Navarrete. Architect and urban planner, walker and sketcher beyond repair. He is a co-founding partner at Improvistos. 

He is specialized in mediation and communication in relation to the city and territory. Gonzalo seeks to merge social commitment 

and professional activity, based on the conviction that alternatives are built within everyday life. 

 

Maria Sarri 

Visual artist (Greece)  

@marasarra 

Maria Sarri. Born in Athens. She studied fine arts at ASFP (Athens), and Conservation of antiquities at TEI (Athens). She continued 

with post-graduate in Cultural Studies studies at Bilgi Istanbul University. Her artistic work focuses on social issues such as 

nationalism, post colonialism, gender, urbanization, immigration etc. She uses mixed new media, archives, video, photography, 

installations, and performances as a means of research. Recently she works on popular culture in social media and internet. She 

has participated in several exhibitions, conferences and cultural projects. 

 

Susana Zaragozá 

Co-ordinator of the project Los Madriles for Intemediae of Matadero Madrid, Contemporary Art Center  

@intermediae 

Susana Zaragozá (Madrid, 1977) is a cultural producer and independent researcher in the field of digital culture and collaborative 

processes. In 2010 she completed her MA (new media and culture) at the University of Amsterdam. Her thesis attempts to 

redefine the connection between maps and territory within locative mapping practices and non-representational geographies. 

Specifically, there are different modes of expression that locative mapping is attempting to create in relation to the affective and 

political realms. In this light, non-representational theories share an approach to meaning that is based on the idea of thought-in 

action and the taking-place of our everyday life practice. Since 2012, she has been collaborating as a freelancer at Intermediae 

Matadero, a municipal cultural space in Madrid, coordinating different working groups and curating several projects related to 

cultural mediation, collaborative mapping and experimental processes in public space. 

 

 

 

 

 

#ThisIsACo-op 
 

Greek Pavilion, 15
th
 International Architecture Exhibition – La Biennale di Venezia /////////////////////// 

Commissioner | Ministry of Environment and Energy, General Secretary of Spatial Planning and 

Urban Environment, Eirini Klampatsea /// Curator | Association of Greek Architects, SADAS-PEA 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

#ThisIsACo_op  

http://www.a-whale-s-architects.net/
http://www.a-whale-s-architects.net/


Thursday, August 25
th
 

 

Evening @ 15.00-17.00 

Imageries of Social Action 

Discussion and Notes on the blackboard 

[Synergy/ Symbiosis] 

  

Between the moment of birth of the image of a social action and that of its consumption within the 

capitalist system, many questions arise about the making of images, their interpretation and the 

mechanisms of their use. How is the interpretation of the image cultivated? How do we become 

aware of the political contradictions of images/narrations? How do images and narrations of social 

actions escape from banality and their commercialization? Can they be designed or how can they 

escape from design and a predefined production? And, finally, which are the images linked to social 

actions and can these images constantly carry the emotion of social spontaneity towards 

emancipatory political (open) ends for the benefit of the great number of people? 

 

 

Friday, August 26
th
 

 

Morning @11:00-13:00 

Towards a new popular (architectural) culture 

Discussion 

[Syneleusis] 

  

The political engagement of a large part of architects on the side of the poor is an alliance that cannot 

be produced just by summing up voluntary, individual good intentions. It presupposes the 

predominance of a system of cultural values and narratives, other than those imposed by the 

universal prevalence of the real-estate market. The latter predominantly used for a long period of time 

the imagery of middle/upper-class consumer lifestyle and banished the images of poverty that 

undermined that dream. Excluding from view and demonizing the poorest leads to the intentional 

misrepresentation of the causes that produce the reality of life of the dispossessed and thus carries a 

political content. The depiction of the reality of the life of the great masses of people in cinema, art 

and architecture has been the cultural program that was dialectically connected with the setting up of 

the post war European welfare state (50’s-mid 70’s). It stood as a counter paradigm (neo-realism, 

free cinema, experimental art etc) to the growing industry of mass culture which promoted the values 

of the society of consumption and the de-politicization of people. The former aimed at considering the 

public, not a passive recipient but an active producer of culture while the latter carries a cultural 

program only validated by the mechanisms of power and consumed passively by the masses. 

We argue that the reality of a new model of the architectural profession that can benefit the less 

privileged groups of our society consists of an effort towards the transformation of the relationships 

that produce space, where architects, inhabitants and governing bodies produce space in constant 

co-operation. Such a process of transformation affects the use of space and the life patterns of 

people (or active producers of space). It carries a political content and a program to develop and 

defend.  

What is/are the counter-paradigm(s) we can aspire to, nowadays, against the exceedingly 

concentrated and controlled production of mass culture which manages to neutralize the political 

content of emancipatory collective efforts by transforming them into particularities, banalities or new 

commodities? or appropriates the space of collective memory by distorting the meaning of 

improvised social actions in order to use them for the opposing political purposes? 

Who is the producer, the carrier and the disseminator of this possible new popular culture? 

 

 

Evening @15:00-17:00 

+design: Mapping experiences on co-design 

A co-drawing event / happening 

[Synergy_Symbiosis] 

  

Social actions in public spaces can be interpreted as spontaneous expressions forced by groups of 

people that seek to present their needs in a world formed through an unequal distribution of goods 

and wealth. During this event  we aim to set in action an experiment related with graphic 

improvisation and the imageries of being and designing together for social needs.  

More specifically, this is a co-drawing event where we will approach being together, acting and 

designing not as symbolic representations but as an image by itself.  

Action will take place in situ on a 36 meters blackboard at the Greek pavilion and on line on a digital 

platform. The narratives of a co-writing map of experiences on participatory design tools, the 

conversations and all the actions that will take place at the 2 day meeting at the Greek pavilion will 

form a background for this chalk mural. 

Through all these initiatives we will try to diagram the image of the action of drawing together, an 

image in action, the big image that has no form (F.Julien), the image of the image (J. Seguí), a 

survival image (D. Huberman), an emotional topography, the image of a reverse drawing 

(J.L.Moraza), an emancipate image (J.Rancier) and above all, in any case, a powerful image able to 

open the form and the sense. 

Imageries of the bodies being, reacting and dreaming together new ways of being. 

 

 

Program (Thursday) 

 

Introduction of the theme and the people.  

 

We will set in action the questions and the aims of the 2-day event. We have asked the participants to contribute with extra 

material on the first day so that we will get familiar with the content of various discourses coming from different disciplines 

and from different experiences around the world. We consider this effort as the basis of improvisation and exchange that 

characterizes co-operation and synergy, thus symbiotic/convivial practices.  

We ask the public to raise issues for the discussion and contribute in setting the framework of the 2-day theory-and-practice 

event. All ideas will be noted on the blackboard and will be the background for the drawing improvisation.  

 

Program (Friday) 

 

Introduction by the members of the Association of Greek Architects (SADAS-PEA) Anthi Kosma and Iris Lykourioti 

 

Iris Lykourioti (Greece)/ The Great Number 

The Great Number is a term coined within the theoretical and practical framework of the ad hoc meetings and activities of Team X in the 

1950’s-1960’s. It refers to the popular classes of the post-war European urban and rural context. The idea behind the term was the 

substitution of the term ‘mass’ in the effort of architects to participate in the creation of a counter-paradigm to that of the prevailing 

homogenized mass culture. The Great Number characterizes a society that thinks, where individuals continue to be protagonists of the 

events, while the ‘mass’ is the collective subject of a culture that is only validated by the mechanisms of power. The re-introduction of 

the Great Number, today in the present architectural discourse, reflects the necessity for a new culture, created by the nowadays great 

number, for the great number, where architecture can (re)gain its dialectical role within society and production. 

 

Sara Araújo (Portugal)/ Dialogues with architecture: ecology of knowledges for social emancipation 

Every knowledge, however close it may be to what has been defined as the universal canon, is incomplete. Under the proposal of 

ecology of knowledges, it will be sustained that an horizontal exchange and co-learning process between narratives of science and art 

and knowledges and expressions of peripheries and center will lead us to a larger and deeper understanding of the world, allowing a 

more effective struggle for social emancipation. Answering to the challenge of this event, it will be discussed how architecture can be 

part of this exercise, i. e., learn from popular knowledges and art born from the social struggles and join social movements who fight for 

a world with less exploitation, discrimination and oppression. 

 

Tonia Katerini (Greece)/ An old story of participatory design raises relevant questions today. 

I am going to present an example of participatory design for the old refugee settlement of Thebes, in Boeotia, in Greece by focusing on 

the fundamental questions that emerged through the participatory process itself. Who decides what? I will draw also a comparison 

between this specific past experience and the participatory working process for #This Is A Co-op, the Greek Pavilion, in the present 

Venice Architecture Biennale.  

 

Renato Bocchi (Italy)/ Stategies for new life cycles in the cities at the time of crisis 

Given the state of economic resources, and especially public ones, it is no longer the time of great urban renewal projects, although I feel 

more and more that we need to have the ability to anticipate large strategic "visions" and "utopias of the possible".  Thus we need to find 

more subtle tools of "infiltration", which work bottom up, strongly welded in the social fabric, making alliances with both social 

movements, as well as private enterprises, in order to act - by borrowing the language medicine - more through acupuncture or by the 

reactivation of metabolic mechanisms, if not even through homeopathy or through "virtuous" viral infections, rather than through surgical 

procedures. Recycling – the basic concept of our research for three years (see: recycleitaly.it) -  is a practice, with anthropological roots, 

that derives from individual behaviour or "material culture” and “bricolage”. We can just think of recycling practices in the food field, 

passed to gatronomy only after a spontaneous experimentation in peasant cooking; or even of recycling practices in the field of fashion 

and the design of objects that derive, in fact, from “junk" operations", and result in assembling the materials "as found." This also applies 

to many experiences not only of “poor” art but also of "poor" architecture: consider operations such as those often carried out by 

architects like Shigeru Ban and Kengo Kuma in the Japanese area, or like Rural Studio in the US or the many experiences of Dutch 

architecture, from the best known MVRDV up to Superuse Studios.  We are dealing with bottom up movements, often pushed on 

individual or voluntary basis, that only gradually become " collective campaigns", proposing a community dimension and therefore a 

political one, towards the affirmation of a "common good”. What interested us in our research was precisely to seek into the world of 

"recycling" this passage: from practices - favoured by times of crisis and the "induced creativity" that crises involve - into methods and 

tools that can act as  "new paradigms" in order to reverse the trend in the transformation process of our cities and our territories. On 

these issues we will hold a final conference of our research on the 29
th
 and 30

th
 of September here in Venice at the Aula Magna of the 

University IUAV under the the title: Re-cycle Italy. New life cycles for architecture and infrastructure of city and landscape. 
   

Akis Gavriilidis (Greece, Belgium)/ Holiness, profanation, indignation: the value(s) of home 

Based partly on anthropological observation and partly on the experience of current social movements, I claim that the desire of people to 

own a home is a deeply rooted tendency in the popular mentality and culture. Of course, the market tries to “capture” this desire and 

capitalize on it, e.g. by proposing loans for people to “fulfill their dream”. But this does not mean that this desire is “ar tificial” or “created 

by the market”. Rather, it has affective, ethical and even theological ramifications linked to a sense of respect and the production of 

personhood and intimacy. These are not fully understood and/ or misrepresented by market apologists, but sometimes by radical 

activists as well. I believe we need a more nuanced and theoretically informed approach, taking into account the distance between use 

value, exchange value and ethical value as regards housing. 

 

Gonzalo Navarrete (Spain)/ Creative processes for urban transformation.  

Improvistos is a creative studio that designs strategies to improve urban life on the basis of ecology and social justice. The team 

consists of three urban architects, a cultural manager, an urban policy specialist and an urban economist. The studio was awarded the 

1
st
 prize at the Urban Revitalization of Mass Housing Competition held by UN-Habitat. Improvistos has created methodological tools that 

are mobilized in collaboration with actors from civil society, the public and the private sector in order to associate creative processes 

with urban mediation techniques by making the most out of digital communication and traditional graphic tools. 

 

Susana Zaragozá (Spain)/ Los Madriles. Atlas of Citizen Initiatives 

There are thousands of neighbors who work collectively in order to build a more livable, sustainable, inclusive and participatory city. 

Before them, others too did the same by demanding decent houses, streets without mud, common spaces and basic social services. 

Los Madriles is a map of Madrid and its citizens initiatives; it is a platform for testing the existence of many different Madrid-s. The one 

hundred and more spaces that are highlighted on Los Madriles map plus those who can be found in the digital version, exemplify the 

existence of a vibrant city that has been invisible for years. This project tries to put in value the power of a critical and active citizenship 

that has created new spaces of possibility, through self-management and participatory processes. The desire to make the mapping of 

autonomous actions of residents of Madrid arises from the need to legitimize the exceptional spaces built by citizens. The power of 

mapped projects, the richness of a constellation of spaces that speak for themselves might be enough, but we would also like to focus 

on the opportunity that a map can generate as an open device for encounter. 

 

Daniela Arias (Uruguay, Spain)/ Un día | una arquitecta 

Un día, una arquitecta is an International collaborative network whose aim is to make visible the contribution of women architects in 

different facets of the profession: architectural, urban and landscape design, technology, curation and publishing, artistic production, 

policy, management of social housing, theory and teaching. On our website, from 8 March 2015 to 7 March 2016 we have published, 

daily, the biography of a female architect. We have cover the greatest variety of tasks, orientations, backgrounds, times and ideologies. 

Our will is to continue posting every day (up to September 2016) to keep "opening the doors" to the outstanding contributions so many 

women have done –outside the historiographic and media official discourse; and still do. 

 

Maria Sarri (Greece)/ Poetics of the kitchen and other narrations  

I welcome you into my virtual ‘kitchen’. Taking as a starting point the female informal space I will refer to three art projects that have 

been based on real events. I have collected interviews, videos, material posted on social media, movies, news television programs. The 

collections compile narrations that deal with economical crises, migration, gender issues and more. The projects are: 1) Cats on the 

roof, Greek women from different social backgrounds narrate their struggle for dignity and justice through their engagement with social 

movements, 2) Romeo&juliet@freeland, a video that narrates the unusual love story between an Albanian immigrant and a minor. The 

fact that the love story deployed on the pages of facebook resulted in the formulation of an unusual public prosecution and 3) Dear Past 

Thank You For All The Lessons, Dear Future I am Ready: A talk held in a kitchen about the story of Cilem Dogan, a Turkish woman who 

killed her husband because he was harassing her. 

 

Irma Arribas (Spain)/ Co-lonization  

We live in an era called Anthropocene, which is characterized by the reduction of distance between the human and the nonhuman. I feel a 

strong collaboration between my body, humidity, temperature, pen, screen and paper. Graphic actions are the ones that formalize this 

meeting and the need to listen to the call for adventure, for writing by drawing. This meeting is set on a constant dialogue between the 

layout and the new gestures that are let to emerge. It is the work of creation; a practice that is based on the collaboration between the 

provocation of what appeared as action and the reaction that is answered by drawing. Design is a collaborative practice between the 

erosions made by the act of drawing. 

 

Anthi Kosma (Greece)/ Drawing as action 

During this 2-day event we will try to diagram the image of the action of drawing together, an image in action, the big image that has no 

form (F.Julien), the image of the image (J. Seguí), a survival image (D. Huberman), an emotional topography, the image of a reverse 

drawing (J.L.Moraza), an emancipated image (J. Rancière) and above all, in any case, a powerful image able to open the form and the 

sense. Imageries of the bodies being, reacting and dreaming together new ways of being. Images and drawings not as symbolic 

representations but as an image by itself. 

 

 

 

 


